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Three-Dimensional Wake Field Computations
Based on Scattered-Field Time Domain

Boundary Element Method
Kazuhiro Fujita, Hideki Kawaguchi, Thomas Weiland, and Satoshi Tomioka

Abstract—We present time domain 3-D wake field calculations
based on Scattered-field Time Domain Boundary Element Method
(S-TDBEM), which is retarded Kirchhoff’s boundary integral
equations of scattered electromagnetic fields formulated on inte-
rior region problem and has no numerical dispersion in all spatial
direction. We propose two main types of S-TDBEM schemes:
full 3-D scheme for general 3-D geometries and a so-called 2.5-D
scheme for transverse wake field calculation in axis-symmetric
structures. Several numerical examples are demonstrated for
typical accelerator structures: elliptical pillbox and the TESLA
9-cell cavities. The developed 3-D/2.5-D S-TDBEM codes are
verified by comparison with the modal analysis and the finite
integration technique (FIT) in the numerical examples. Finally,
as one of the most meaningful applications of the S-TDBEM, we
demonstrate wake field simulations of a curved trajectory bunch
with the developed 3-D S-TDBEM code.

Index Terms—Boundary element method, dispersion-free, syn-
chrotron radiation, wake fields, wake potential.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NCREASED demands for very short and high-intensity
electron bunches in advanced accelerator projects such as

linear colliders and X-ray free electron lasers motivate accu-
rate understanding of short-range wake fields [1] and precise
prediction of beam dynamics effects such as emittance growth
and energy spread. Many sophisticated computer codes based
on Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [2] and Finite Element
Method (FEM) [3] have been developed, and successfully
applied for many practical cases. However, in recent accel-
erator applications the following problems are recognized to
be difficult even with such FIT-based approaches: short-range
wake field simulations of a short bunch in long accelerator
structures and transient analysis of wake fields excited by a
bunch moving with curved trajectories in arbitrarily shaped
3-D vacuum chambers. For the former, several dispersionless
algorithms have been proposed in the context of FIT [4]–[7]. In
the latter, however, the applicability of the existing FIT/FEM
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codes may be still severely limited by the numerical dispersion
errors of finite difference scheme used in their codes.

In order to handle the above two problems, we have been
working on the development of wake field analysis based on
Time Domain Boundary Element Method (TDBEM) [8]–[12],
which discretizes the charges and the currents on the boundary
surface and solves retarded Kichhoff’s boundary integral equa-
tions directly in time domain. The TDBEM has several advan-
tages in wake field analysis: zero dispersion in all spatial direc-
tion, conformal modeling of arbitrary 3-D geometries and treat-
ment of a bunch of charged particles with curved trajectories.

So far, a TDBEM formulation based on time domain Kirch-
hoff’s boundary integral equations for the total electromagnetic
fields was discussed, and the stable time domain simulation
scheme was presented [8]–[10]. For 3-D problems, however,
the simulations can be performed only for modest numerical
models [10] because applicable model size is severely lim-
ited by very large memory requirements of the 3-D TDBEM
scheme. In order to deal with practical long accelerator struc-
tures in the framework of TDBEM, the integral equation
formulation of moving window technique was proposed [11].
This moving window technique was combined with a TDBEM
scheme based on the scattered field formulation [12] which
is called as Scattered-field Time Domain Boundary Element
Method (S-TDBEM). The 2-D S-TDBEM calculations with
moving window technique were applied for the TESLA accel-
erator cavities and tapered collimators [11].

The aim of this paper is to present practical 3-D wake field
simulations by the S-TDBEM. In the framework of S-TDBEM,
a full 3-D scheme is firstly proposed, and followed by an ax-
isymmetric 3-D scheme with reduced memory requirements.
We newly introduce a quasi 3-D algorithm based on the az-
imuthal Fourier series expansion, which is often called as 2.5-D
scheme, for fast calculation of transverse wake fields of an offset
bunch traversing in axisymmetric accelerator structures. Some
numerical examples for typical accelerating cavities are pre-
sented in order to validate the developed full 3-D and 2.5-D
codes.

Finally we demonstrate 3-D simulations of wake fields ex-
cited by a curved trajectory bunch with the developed code.

II. TIME DOMAIN INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR SCATTERED

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

We are interested in a coupled problem of a charged particle
beam and an accelerator structure with perfectly conducting
walls. We assume here that the beam is moving in a domain

0018-9499/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Typical example of wake field analysis: a charged particle bunch
traversing an axially symmetric accelerating cavity.

which is bounded transversely by the boundary surface of
accelerator structures with ingoing and outgoing pipes such as
accelerating cavities (see Fig. 1). The particle bunch with a fixed
but arbitrarily shape along a given bunch trajectory is assumed
through this paper, and therefore the beam-surroundings system
is not solved self-consistently. Then, our interest is to obtain
wake fields in the domain for a given bunch distribution in the
framework of time domain boundary integral equation formula-
tion.

In general, the electromagnetic fields ( ) inside an accel-
erator structure can be expressed as a superposition of the bunch
self-fields ( ) in free space and the scattered fields
( ):

(1)

The bunch self-fields in the pipe can be given analytically or
obtained numerically. For example, the self-field of an on-axis
bunch moving at the speed of light in an infinitely long pipe with
circular cross section of radius can be described in cylindrical
coordinate as follows [1]:

(2)
where the line charge distribution is given by

(3)

where is the Dirac’s delta function. For a bunch with ar-
bitrarily curved trajectory, the self-field ( ) in free
space can be obtained by numerical integrations of charge distri-
bution , from the retarded potential formula [13]:

(4)

(5)

with the retarded time .
The scattered fields and can be described by the

following time domain Kirchhoff’s integral equation of scat-
tered electric and magnetic field on interior problems with ho-
mogeneous material constants , [12]: [see equations (6)
and (7) at the bottom of the page] where is the observation
point in the interior region, is the position vector on the sur-
face, , , is the retarded time, and

is the inward unit vector normal to the surface. The fields on
the boundary are related to the equivalent surface electric and
magnetic current densities ( ) and charge densities ( ,

) by

(8)

with the real surface charge density and current density
due to the total fields. Since the equivalent surface sources ,

, , and are related to the boundary condition of perfect
conductor, the bunch self-fields indirectly excite the wake fields
though and in (8).

A set of the integral (6) and (7) is a time domain description
of Kirchhoff boundary integral equation of the scattered fields,
and it can be physically interpreted as a Huygens principle of
scattered electromagnetic fields.

(6)

(7)
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III. NUMERICAL FORMULATION

In this work, we adapt the magnetic (scattered) field integral
equation (MFIE) in time domain (7) as a fundamental equation.
The two tangential components and the normal component of
the magnetic field are appeared in the MFIE (7). Unlike the ax-
isymmetric 2-D S-TDBEM scheme [12], the normal component
of the magnetic fields does not vanish in full 3-D schemes, but
it is not unknown boundary value because of the boundary con-
ditions (8). Therefore, we have only two tangential components
of magnetic field on the boundary as unknown boundary values.

A. Discretization of Integral Equation

The surface is discretized with spatial quadrilateral planar
patches as boundary element and the time axis is divided by con-
stant time step size . The fields ( ,

and ) on a boundary element are spa-
tially expanded into the 2-D curl-conforming basis functions
[14] for vectorial quantities, the zero-order basis function

for scalar quantity, and temporally expanded into the local
triangular basis function (i.e., linearly-interpolated tem-
porally):

(9)

(10)

(11)

where is the number of patches on the surface. The time
derivative is approximated by backward finite difference. The
boundary integrations can be numerically performed by taking
into account the retarded time on the discretized time axis.

After performing this discretization procedure, we finally
have the following matrix equation:

(12)
where , and denote the boundary value vectors which
consist of the tangential and normal magnetic field components
and the tangential electric field component on the boundary el-
ements at time ( ), respectively. ,

and denote coefficient matrices determined by the
boundary integral of (7), respectively. Then, the vectors and

are always known because they can be calculated directly
from the bunch self-fields by (8). Therefore we finally obtain a
system matrix equation as follows:

(13)

where the vector is the resulting vector from the second
and third terms of (12) at a time step . By solving the reduced
matrix (13) at each time step, the electric surface current and
charge densities induced on the boundary surface of an acceler-
ator structure can be obtained iteratively. The second and third
terms of and over all time steps should be in advance cal-
culated before the system matrix (13) is solved.

Once the boundary values have been obtained over all time
steps, the wake fields at any position in the bounded domain
can be calculated from (6) and (7).

The time domain scheme (13) can be categorized by the rela-
tion between and the minimum facet size or the max-
imum facet size . The matrix is diagonal for

, and therefore inversion of the matrix is very easy. This
is usually called explicit scheme. On the other hand, the ma-
trix is non-diagonal for , and then the sparse
matrix can be solved by conventional iterative matrix so-
lutions such as the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) method.
This scheme is called implicit scheme.

B. Full 3-D and Axisymmetric 3-D Schemes

The S-TDBEM proposed above has applicability to wake
field simulations of arbitrary 3-D geometries, but its straight-
forward implementation is computationally expensive. The
required memory of S-TDBEM scheme for 3-D problems can
be estimated as follows: if the number of the patches on a
surface is of order of , where is the number of
division in one-dimension, then the number of elements in
each of the boundary value vectors and becomes
( for ) and the number of the matrices is same order
as . Therefore, the required memory size can be estimated
as Byte in double precision floating
point calculation. For example, the required memory size
reaches about 10 T Byte for , . How-
ever, taking into account the sparseness of the matrices ,
one can compress the required memory size into the order of
8 Byte, where is an compression factor
depending on the sparseness of the matrices. Then, the memory
size of the 3-D S-TDBEM scheme becomes about 380 G Byte
for the same example , , .

If the geometry of a numerical model is assumed to be axis-
symmetric as sometimes appeared in practical accelerator struc-
tures, then all of the matrices , and in the original
matrix (12) have a cyclic symmetry and effective memory size
reduction for the system matrices is possible even for 3-D field
problems [8]–[10], because matrix elements can be calculated
only from the distance and the inner products between
the vector ( ) and local basis functions depending on patch
geometries. Using the sparseness and this cyclic symmetry of
the matrices, we can reduce the required memory for the above
3-D S-TDBEM scheme into the order of 8 . In
fact, the total memory size of this scheme is reduced to about
1.9 G Byte for , , . We shall call
this as axisymmetric 3-D S-TDBEM scheme (A3D S-TDBEM).
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C. Quasi 3-D Scheme Based on Azimuthal Fourier Series
Expansions: 2.5D Algorithm

The A3D S-TDBEM scheme was introduced in order to re-
duce the memory needs for simulating 3-D wake fields of ax-
ially symmetric geometries as in Fig. 1. However, the calcula-
tion time of this scheme is almost same as that of the full 3-D
S-TDBEM scheme since all of boundary values over the 2-D
surface have to be solved at each time step. Note that the bunch
shape and its trajectory can be chosen to be arbitrary in the A3D
S-TDBEM. Here we propose further reduction of calculation
costs of (12) with azimuthal Fourier series expansion of elec-
tromagnetic fields excited in axially symmetric structures.

In conventional wake field analysis, the beam is usually mod-
eled as a line charge , and can be expressed as a
sum of azimuthal moments (e.g., see [1]):

(14)

with the beam trajectory offset to the symmetry axis (the
-axis). The azimuthal moments of the bunch are regarded as

rings of charge with a radius of and with the dependencies
of . The scattered fields can be then expanded into the
Fourier series in term of the azimuthal dependency of the fields
induced inside an axially symmetric structure in cylindrical co-
ordinates ( ):

(15)

where

(16)

Note that and are dependent of , while the
coefficients , , , , and depend on , ,

. Since the Maxwell equations for the scattered fields hold in-
dividually for each azimuthal mode [15], it is possible to solve
only a set of the fields for individual mode , , ,

, and . This means explicitly that a 3-D problem can
be reduced to the sum of 2-D problems for each mode . This
concept has been popularly used in wake field calculation based
on FIT schemes [15]–[17].

We apply this dimensional reduction technique for the
TDBEM. As a typical example, we consider an axially sym-
metric structure as shown in the Fig. 1 and define a local
coordinate system ( ). Using these notations,
we find from (15) that the field components on the boundary
also have the following sine/cosine dependencies:

(17)

where

(18)

Again, note that the coefficients , , , , and
depend on , , . Substitution of the Fourier series expan-

sions (17) into the integral (6) and (7) yields integral equations
of the scattered fields for the individual mode . From (7) and
(17), we can easily obtain the following magnetic field integral
equations for any azimuthal mode in cylindrical coordinates
( , , ):

(19)

where [see equation (20) at the bottom of the page] and then the
integrands in (20) depend on . A set of the two inte-
gral (19) can be spatially and temporally discretized as in Sec-
tion III-A. The resulting system matrix equation for the mode

(20)
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Fig. 2. The ��� � ��� dependencies of boundary value vector in A3D S-TDBEM system matrix equation for azimuthal mode �. In the A3D scheme, one needs to
store only first row among the boundary elements with same radius [8]–[10], and therefore matrix size becomes �� � �� � without taking into account the
sparseness of the matrix. However, in a time domain simulation the amount of overall operation is almost same as that of the full 3-D scheme since all boundary
values over a 2-D surface have to be solved.

Fig. 3. Structure of the reduced 2.5-D TDBEM matrix equation for azimuthal mode �.

has the same structure as (12), and therefore it can be reduced
as in (13) by the same manner. From (19) and (20), we can find
that the number of unknown boundary values on the 2-D sur-
face can be reduced to the 1-D cross-section in Fig. 1. The
time domain solution of boundary values for all modes can be
calculated by rerunning for each mode.

In order to estimate the numerical costs of this quasi 3-D
scheme, we shall consider to apply the A3D S-TDBEM scheme
to a 3-D field simulation with the excitation of the ring beam
self-fields [1] for a single mode . Then, the system matrix (13)
of the A3D S-TDBEM scheme should have boundary value vec-
tors with sine/cosine dependencies as in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows a
concrete example of the system matrix equation obtained from
(19) for an azimuthal mode . and are the number of
division in the - and the -directions, respectively. Therefore,
the required memory and the calculation time of this scheme in
a single mode calculation become smaller by a factor of
and than those of the A3D S-TDBEM scheme, respec-
tively. We shall call this quasi-3D scheme as a 2.5-D S-TDBEM
scheme. In this scheme the monopole case ( ) is corre-
sponding to the axially symmetric field formulation as demon-
strated in [12].

The 2.5-D S-TDBEM scheme is especially suitable for trans-
verse wake potential calculations for axially symmetric struc-
tures. Due to the radial dependency of the wake potentials [1],
the transverse wake field calculations are usually performed for
only a few higher modes . Therefore, the required memory
and the calculation time are almost same order as 2-D simula-
tions.

Finally, we mention the applicability of the 2.5-D S-TDBEM
scheme based on the azimuthal Fourier expansion. Although we
start here the discussion from the assumption of a bunch of linear
path (14), the azimuthal expansion can be used for the curved
path case as well if the self-field of a curved trajectory bunch
can be azimuthally expanded. Only the requirements are: the
problem is linear and the geometry is axially symmetric.

D. Moving Window Technique

In order to compute the short-range wake fields of a short
bunch traversing long accelerator structures at low calcula-
tion costs, we can apply the integral equation formulation of
moving window technique [11] into the full 3-D, A3D and
2.5-D S-TDBEM schemes presented above. The implemen-
tations of the moving window technique for their S-TDBEM
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schemes are straightforward. Here we summarize some features
of the moving window technique in the framework of TDBEM.

It can be understood immediately that implicit schemes (the
matrix is non-diagonal) cannot be available for the moving
window technique in principle because a part of the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix is corresponding to the contribution
of boundary values outside the moving window, and thus the
lack of boundary value information at the tail of moving window
arises. Therefore, we need to use explicit scheme (the matrix

is diagonal) for the system matrix (13). The inversion of
the matrix can be easily performed.

The technique presented in [11] brings us drastic savings of
required memory in the above S-TDBEM schemes. Then, the
calculation time in turn becomes the most significant problem in
computational point of view because the number of the reduced
coefficient matrices still depends linearly on the total length of
an accelerator structure (in realistic accelerator problems the
transverse dimension of a structure is usually much smaller than
the longitudinal size). The number of the time steps increases
linearly as well. Hence, the computational effort scales quadrat-
ically with the total length. This quadratic scaling law is a main
drawback of the moving window technique of TDBEM com-
pared to the moving window implementation in FIT scheme be-
cause the scaling is only linear in a FIT scheme with moving
window technique. For this problem, a parallelization algorithm
[11] has been proposed. This can be also applied to the full 3-D,
A3D and 2.5-D S-TDBEM schemes.

This moving window technique is available even if a bunch
has curved trajectories when the bunch has very high energy
and always moves inside a moving window. This application
example will be demonstrated in Section IV.

E. Self-Field Calculation for a Beam Moving With Curved
Trajectory

The S-TDBEM formulation requires the calculation of the
bunch self-fields on the boundary surface of a structure in (8). In
this work, a free space field solver has been developed based on
(4) and (5). In the following we briefly summarize an algorithm
implemented in the free space field solver.

As mentioned in Section II, the self-field of a bunch of
charged particles moving with general trajectories in free space
can be calculated from the retarded potential formula of electric
and magnetic fields (4) and (5). For a one-dimensional (line)
bunch, the electric and magnetic self-fields in free space are
represented as

(21)

(22)

Fig. 4. Numerical model of elliptical pillbox cavity with small beam pipes.

with a given source distribution

(23)
, , , and the

retarded time

(24)

For a finite length of bunch, the retarded fields (21), (22) can
be computed by 1-D numerical integrations over non-vanishing
retarded sources. More detailed discussions and treatment of
other bunch shapes can be founded in [18].

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we demonstrate several numerical examples
with the proposed schemes.

A. Elliptical Pillbox Cavity

In order to test the full 3-D S-TDBEM code, we simulate
wake fields in an elliptical pillbox cavity of , ,

which is connected to small beam pipe radius as
shown in Fig. 4. An analytical solution based on modal expan-
sions is well-known for a closed elliptical cavity [19]. This an-
alytical solution provides a good approximation in order to val-
idate fully 3-D wake field calculations in the case of a Gaussian
bunch with much longer RMS length than .

Fig. 5 demonstrates the comparison of wake potentials calcu-
lated by the full 3-D S-TDBEM code and the analytical solution
for the elliptical cavity. The implicit scheme has been used in
this full 3-D calculation. An iterative matrix solver for in
(13) is based on the conjugate gradient squared (CGS) method.
In each time step of this simulation, the number of iteration op-
erated in the CGS solver was less than 15. The total number of
boundary elements is 7080 and the number of the coefficient
matrix is 38. The used mesh size is in the -direc-
tion, and then the calculation time is 33 minutes and the required
memory is about 70 GB. The numerical result is converged to
the analytical solution of the closed cavity as is decreased. We
can confirm the validity of the developed full 3-D S-TDBEM
code.

Next, we test numerical convergence of the full 3D
S-TDBEM scheme in the elliptical pillbox cavity model
with beam pipe of . The convergence result of the
proposed 3-D scheme for the elliptical pillbox cavity is shown
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal wake potential of a Gaussian bunch (� � ��� ��)
traversing an elliptical pillbox cavity. The 3-D S-TDBEM calculations are done
for different beam pipe radii. Three curves follow the analytical solution.

Fig. 6. Convergence of longitudinal wake potential of the elliptical pillbox
cavity calculated with the full 3-D S-TDBEM code.

Fig. 7. Numerical model of TESLA 9cell cavity. A Gaussian bunch with an
offset � to the �-axis is passing through the TESLA 9cell cavity.

in Fig. 6. We can find that the solution is almost converged for
.

B. TESLA 9cell Cavity

As an example of wake field analysis with the proposed
2.5-D S-TDBEM scheme, we demonstrate simulation results
for short-range wake fields excited by an off-axis Gaussian
bunch traversing inside the TESLA 9cell cavity [20] as shown
in Fig. 7. In this simulation, we have used the 2.5-D S-TDBEM
code combined with the moving window technique [11].

Fig. 8 demonstrates longitudinal dipole (azimuthal mode
) wake potentials for RMS length mm and transverse

Fig. 8. Longitudinal dipole wake potential calculated with a simple 2.5-D FIT
scheme with square mesh and 2.5-D S-TDBEM scheme for the TESLA 9cell
cavity excited by a Gaussian bunch with � � � �� and with an offset � �

� �� to the axis.

Fig. 9. Comparison of transverse dipole wake potentials calculated by different
dispersion-free codes for the TESLA 9cell cavity excited by a Gaussian bunch
with � � � �� and with an offset (� � � ��) to the axis. The both calcula-
tions are done with a coarse mesh resolution (��� � �).

offset obtained with different numerical schemes.
The FIT results are computed with the standard 2.5D scheme
[16] based on azimuthal mode expansion with square mesh in
cylindrical coordinates. This FIT code does not incorporate the
moving window technique. Due to the dispersion error of the
used FIT scheme, oscillation is observed in the coarse mesh
result ( , where is spatial mesh size) of wake potential
calculated with the 2.5-D FIT scheme. In the 2.5-D S-TDBEM
results, there is no oscillation even for the coarse mesh
because of the grid dispersion-free property. The FIT result for

converges to the S-TDBEM result.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of transverse dipole wake po-

tentials of a shorter Gaussian bunch with and trans-
verse offset calculated by the 2.5-D S-TDBEM
code and the 2.5-D ECHO code [21]. The ECHO code incor-
porates the moving window technique and is based on a con-
formal FIT scheme without numerical grid dispersion in the lon-
gitudinal direction of beam motion. With the same mesh res-
olution , we can find very good agreement between
the S-TDBEM and the ECHO results. The S-TDBEM calcula-
tion is performed on a supercomputer, the HITACHI SR-11000.
The calculation time is about 39 hours. The ECHO calculation
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Fig. 10. Longitudinal component of the normalized Lorentz force generated
by a Gaussian line bunch obtained by the numerical calculation based on (4),
(5) and the analytical formula [22], [23]. The calculation parameters are same
as [24]: � � �� ��, � � � ��, bending radius � � ���. The observation
point is � � �	
����, offsets �� � �, �� � �� ��.

is done on a standard PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU 1.66
GHz/1.67 GHz. The calculation time is about 4.5 minutes.

C. Wake Field of 1-D Gaussian Bunch Moving on Circular
Orbit in Free Space

Here we show comparison of a numerical result based on
(21), (22) with the well-known analytical result for wake field
generated by a bunch moving on a circular orbit in free space
[22], [23] as a preliminary validation test of the S-TDBEM
code which solves wake fields excited by a bunch moving with
curved trajectories in arbitrary 3-D vacuum chamber geome-
tries. Fig. 10 demonstrates the longitudinal component of the
normalized Lorentz force generated by a
Gaussian line bunch on a circular path with radius in
free space. We can see that the numerical result based on (21),
(22) is agree with the analytical result.

D. Synchrotron Radiation Shielded by a Pipe-Like Vacuum
Chamber With Circular Cross Section

Finally, we demonstrate a time domain simulation of wake
fields on a bunch moving with a curved trajectory in a pipe-like
vacuum chamber with circular cross section as in Fig. 11(c).
This simulation is a typical example for which the existing nu-
merical code cannot be applied.

For this simulation, we combined the explicit full 3-D
S-TDBEM solver (including the moving window technique)
with the free space field solver for the calculation of the
self-field of curved trajectory described in Section III-E. Each
solver is carefully verified as in the previous sections. The syn-
chrotron radiations emitted from the bunch itself are simulated
by the developed free space field solver. The shielding effects of
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) by the vacuum chamber
shown in Fig. 11(c) are included in the developed S-TDBEM
solver. Additionally, we developed a field solver based on the
well-known image charge method for parallel plate approxi-
mation of the vacuum chamber (similar to [24]) by modifying
the developed free space field solver. The verification of this
parallel plate solver was made by comparison with the results
shown in [24].

The chamber geometry to be numerically modeled consists
of the two parts: straight beam pipe section for upstream part

and the remaining toroidal circular pipe section at downstream
part. The bunch trajectory is given along the axis of the two
pipe sections. For simplicity, the bunch charge distribution is
assumed to be one-dimensional and fixed Gaussian along the
given trajectory characterized by path length .

The calculation parameters are: the radius of circular cross-
section , total charge , the Gaussian bunch
parameter , the 1 GeV bunch energy, and the bending
radius of the toroidal pipe section . The entrance
of the toroidal chamber section is taken to be . The field
calculation is performed with the initial position of the bunch
center , total time step and

.
Fig. 12 shows longitudinal and transverse components of the

normalized Lorentz forces on the bunch
trajectory at the final time step computed by (A) the full 3D
S-TDBEM code with the moving window technique and (B)
the image charge method based on the parallel plate approx-
imation of the chamber [24], and (C) the free space model.
For avoiding the singularity of 1-D line bunch, the observation
points have an offset to the bunch trajectory. With
the given model parameters, we can roughly estimate the over-
taking length , and the bunch
center position for the field distribution at the final time step is
about 0.44 m. Therefore, the fields shown in Fig. 12 still are
in transient states. In both the circular pipe model and the par-
allel plate model (gap distance ), the shielding effects
for the self-field are obviously observed due to the existence
of chamber boundaries. We can understand that the differences
of strength and phase of the fields occur due to difference of
cross section geometries. Accordingly, it is found that appro-
priate modeling of vacuum chamber geometry is necessary to
accurately take into account shielded effects of a curved trajec-
tory beam in real chamber systems.

V. CONCLUSION

Three-dimensional wake field simulations are presented
which are based on full 3-D, and 2.5-D S-TDBEM schemes.
The developed full 3-D/2.5-D codes have been applied for the
elliptical pillbox cavity and the TESLA 9cell cavity. The nu-
merical results have been compared with the analytical solution
and those of the latest FIT codes. Good agreements have been
demonstrated in the numerical examples.

In addition to the above numerical simulation for validity
check of the S-TDBEM codes, this paper presents transient anal-
ysis of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) shielded by the
curved beam pipe chamber as the most promising application of
the TDBEM in wake field analysis. The numerical results have
been compared with the results by the parallel plate approxima-
tion based on the image charge method.

The next step in the S-TDBEM wake field analysis is to
combine the developed full 3-D S-TDBEM scheme with a
particle tracking code, and to apply it to self-consistent particle
dynamics simulation with CSR field and space charge forces.
This application will be presented in near future.

As another future work, there is resistive wall wake field cal-
culations based on S-TDBEM.
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Fig. 11. Vacuum chamber geometries tested for transient analysis of wake fields generated by a Gaussian line bunch moving with curved trajectory. (a) Free space
model, (b) infinite parallel plate model, (c) pipe-like vacuum chamber with circular cross section.

Fig. 12. Longitudinal and transverse field components of the normalized Lorentz forces excited by a Gaussian line bunch with a curved trajectory calculated by
the two different vacuum chamber geometries. The calculation parameters are: the radius of circular cross-section � � � ��, total charge � � � ��, the Gaussian
bunch parameter � � � ��, the 1 GeV bunch energy, and the bending radius of the toroidal pipe section � � ��� �. In the parallel plate model, the gap distance
� between the two plates is 	 �� � 
�. The entrance of the toroidal chamber section is corresponding to � � � and the field calculation is done with the initial
position of the bunch center � � ������
 �, total time step � � ���� and 	
 � ��� ��. (A) Circular pipe (S-TDBEM), (B) parallel plate model (image
charge), (C) free space.
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